Review of Coulter JR Interpretive Report and manual blood film assessment.
The Interpretive Reporting feature of the Coulter JR, particularly suspect messages, was examined to determine instrument comparison with manual differentials and blood film assessment. Reliability of the Coulter JR instrument in identifying abnormal specimens was proven in the true positive rating obtained in this study. This emphasized the need to further investigate those specimens which generate suspect flags and supports the decision in our laboratory to include the presence of suspect flags as one of the criteria for manual differential and blood film assessment. The significant false negative rating shown by our study demonstrates that patient specimens may be categorized as normal by the instrument, when in fact some abnormality may be detected by manual assessment. This discrepancy was primarily due to an increase in absolute numbers of band cells. Good correlation was demonstrated between the Coulter JR histogram differential and the manual differential, exclusive of absolute monocytes. The instrument adds an important dimension to morphology quality control through comparative analysis of technologist-instrument results.